PATHWAYS

NETWORKING AND SECURITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKILLED</th>
<th>SUPERVISORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Certificate III (Yr 11 &amp; 12)</td>
<td>Diploma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate IV</td>
<td>Advanced Diploma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate IV Traineeship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JOB OPTIONS**

- Network manager, IT/network administrator
- Help desk officer, Network support officer
- Cyber security practitioner, Cyber security consultant
- Cyber security intrusion tester, Security penetration tester
- Information systems security support officer
- Network security support officer
- Network technician, Network support

**Certificate paths**

- **ICT30115** Certificate III in Information, Digital Media and Technology (Network Administration) AA64
- **ICT40415** Certificate IV in Information Technology Networking AWG1
- **ICT50415** Diploma of Information Technology Networking AWG7
- **22334VIC** Certificate IV in Cyber Security BCY61
- **22445VIC** Advanced Diploma of Cyber Security BCZ09
- **22445VIC** Advanced Diploma of Information Technology Networking AWG1
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**SCREW AND MEDIA**

**SKILLED**

- Certificate III
- Certificate IV

- CUA31015 Certificate III in Screen and Media A204
- CUA41215 Certificate IV in Screen and Media A207

**JOB OPTIONS**

- Interactive media designer, Screen producer, Animator, Interactive digital media developer
- Media assistant (supervised) *

**SUPERVISORY**

- Diploma

- CUA51015 Diploma of Screen and Media A208

**JOB OPTIONS**

- Interactive media designer, Screen producer, Animator, Interactive digital media developer
- Media assistant (supervised) *

* = Higher level studies are recommended to increase chances of employability

**MULTIMEDIA AND GAMES**

**ENTRY**

- Certificate II

- CUA20215 Certificate II in Creative Industries A5N1

**SKILLED**

- Certificate III
- Certificate IV

- CUA51015 Certificate III in Screen and Media A204
- CUA41215 Certificate IV in Screen and Media A207

**SUPERVISORY**

- Diploma

- CUA51015 Diploma of Screen and Media A208

**JOB OPTIONS**

- Instructional designer, Interactive digital media designer, Multimedia designer, Web designer, Digital media specialist, Graphic designer, Interactive digital media developer, Video editor

* = Higher level studies are recommended to increase chances of employability

**ENTRY**

- Certificate II

- CUA20215 Certificate II in Creative Industries A5N1

**SKILLED**

- Certificate III
- Certificate IV

- CUA51015 Certificate III in Screen and Media A204
- CUA41215 Certificate IV in Screen and Media A207

**SUPERVISORY**

- Diploma

- CUA51015 Diploma of Screen and Media A208

**JOB OPTIONS**

- Instructional designer, Interactive digital media designer, Multimedia designer, Web designer, Digital media specialist, Graphic designer, Interactive digital media developer, Video editor

* = Higher level studies are recommended to increase chances of employability

**ENTRY**

- Certificate II

- CUA20215 Certificate II in Creative Industries A5N1

**SKILLED**

- Certificate III
- Certificate IV

- CUA51015 Certificate III in Screen and Media A204
- CUA41215 Certificate IV in Screen and Media A207

**SUPERVISORY**

- Diploma

- CUA51015 Diploma of Screen and Media A208

**JOB OPTIONS**

- Instructional designer, Interactive digital media designer, Multimedia designer, Web designer, Digital media specialist, Graphic designer, Interactive digital media developer, Video editor

* = Higher level studies are recommended to increase chances of employability

---
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ELECTRONICS

ENTRY
- Certificate II (Yr 11 & 12)
- UEE20511 Certificate II in Computer Assembly and Repair A103
- UEE21911 Certificate II in Electronics A113
- UEE20711 Certificate II in Data and Voice Communications A104

SKILLED
- Certificate IV
- UEE40111 Certificate IV in Computer Systems A132
- UEE40711 Certificate IV in Electronics and Communications A137
- UEE21911 Certificate II in Electronics A113
- UEE20711 Certificate II in Data and Voice Communications A104

SUPERVISORY
- Diploma
- UEE50111 Diploma of Computer Systems Engineering A155
- UEE50511 Diploma of Electronics and Communications Engineering A160
- UEE40111 Certificate IV in Computer Systems A132
- UEE40711 Certificate IV in Electronics and Communications A137

JOB OPTIONS
- Computer assembler and repairer
- Computer technician
- Electronic technician
- Cabling assistant
- Engineering associate, Computer systems technician, Technical officer
- Engineering associate, Technical officer